Assays for Wellness

CR3000 analysers:
a revolution in point
of care testing

Rapid
CR3000 instruments have been developed bearing
in mind time is of essence for point of care users.
Three reading cell analysers are available and results
are supplied in a matter of minutes making CR3000
one of the most convenient Point of Care testing
systems on the market.
• Rapid bar code reading system: the reader
automatically recognises the test placed into
the reading cell.

The CR3000 series are a range of
instruments for screening and monitoring
of primary care assays, especially
created for the point of care setting,

• Three assays are tested at the same time, dramatically
reducing turn around time.
• One touch easy view of the procedure for each assay
displayed on the screen.

Instrument reliability
Instruments are built around solid state technology.

offering health care workers the latest
technology on the market.
The instruments support point of care
operators in offering new services to

A self diagnostic program runs at the start-up of instruments
and informs users of any defects found.

Accuracy and Precision
Wet chemistry application assures accuracy and precision
comparable to laboratory reference methods.

patients, providing improved patient care.

The reading cells are thermostated at 37° C which assures
perfect testing conditions for temperature sensitive tests.

User-friendly

Safety Aspects

• Automatic test procedure. Simply place the cuvette
into the reading cell.

Capillary blood samples are collected in capillary tubes,
placed into cuvettes containing reagents and airtight caps.
This procedure assures a cleaner, safer procedure when
compared to conventional testing. At no time does the
instrument come in contact with blood samples.

• The operator is completely guided by displayed
operator prompts.
• CR3000 is operated by a touch screen making testing
more user friendly compared to conventional keyboard
operation.
• Testing is performed on small capillary blood samples.

The most common primary tests
are performed using capillary
blood samples.

Flexible
Various models are available, according to the assays performed
(from 8 to 12) and number of reading cells required (1 or 3).

The possibility of performing three tests
simultaneously drastically reduces testing
time whilst the reading cells heated at
37° C assure perfect testing conditions.

Once initiated, testing proceeds
automatically and the user is guided by
simple messages on the touch screen.

Oxidative Stress Testing: why?
An excess production of free radicals causes
oxidative stress. In the perfect situation, the
body’s normal cellular repair functions are
able to repair the damage caused by
oxidative stress. However, if an individual
has an elevated level of free radicals and not
enough antioxidants to balance them cellular
damage results. Hence oxidative stress is an
imbalance between free radicals production
and existing antioxidant defences.
If this is undetected it can seriously affect health
and performance from mild complaints to more
serious illnesses. Consequently OS is a vital warning
signal and of fundamental importance for preventative
medicine and healthcare as well as the control of relevant
therapies during pathologies in a wide range of fields.
CR3000 provides today’s point of care operators with two
revolutionary tests for professional OS testing (assessment of
Free Radicals attack and Antioxidant Capacity) via a finger
prick sample. Both tests are widely employed worldwide
and at renowned healthcare sites.
Full scientific documentation and prestigious
published articles on the assays are available.

Cardiovascular Risk Assessment
Operators may assess the risk of
cardiovascular event happening in the
next 10 years in any individual according
to scores obtained. The score is based on
the American “Framingham Heart Study”.

Fields of Applications/Users
Various medical fields including, cardiology,
oncology, diabetes, respiratory diseases, nutrition,
neurology, general health care and prevention, the antiageing fields, research, doctor’s surgeries, clinics, sports
medicine, pharmacies and complementary medicine.

Innovation in point
of care diagnostics
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The CR3000 series analysers provide
PoC operators with an array of tests
for screening and monitoring a number
of conditions. Assays include:

HDL CHOLESTEROL

• Complete lipid profile
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• Primary haematology test
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• Diabetic screening and monitoring
• Oxidative Stress Marker
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Lifestat: software for
recording patient
data and patient
management
Lifestat provides operators effective support for patient
care and management and is extremely versatile.
• Results are downloaded to a PC.
• Recording patient data and creation of customer files.
• Recording medication and treatment history.

Display and easy consultation of all
results for each patient’s history.

The Lifestat questionnaire aids operators in understanding the
risk factors associated with lifestyles and eating habits of
patients according to the profiles carried out by the CR3000.

Cardiovascular Risk Assessment

Statistical analysis of results provides operators clear
feedback on the patient’s clinical history.
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